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Dash and DingoDash and Dingo

 Stodgy British archivist Henry Percival-Smythe Stodgy British archivist Henry Percival-Smythe
slaves away in the dusty basement of Ealingslaves away in the dusty basement of Ealing
College in 1934, the only bright spot in his life hisCollege in 1934, the only bright spot in his life his
obsession with a strange Australian mammal, theobsession with a strange Australian mammal, the
thylacine. It has been hunted to the edge ofthylacine. It has been hunted to the edge of
extinction, and Henry would love nothing more thanextinction, and Henry would love nothing more than
to help the rare creature survive. Then a humanto help the rare creature survive. Then a human
whirlwind spins through his door. Jack "Dingo"whirlwind spins through his door. Jack "Dingo"
Chambers is also on the hunt for the so-calledChambers is also on the hunt for the so-called
"Tasmanian Tiger," although his reasons are far"Tasmanian Tiger," although his reasons are far
more altruistic. Banding together, Dingo and themore altruistic. Banding together, Dingo and the
newly nicknamed Dash travel halfwaytd around thenewly nicknamed Dash travel halfwaytd around the
globe in their quest to save the thylacine fromglobe in their quest to save the thylacine from
becoming a footnote in the pages of biologicalbecoming a footnote in the pages of biological
history. While they searchistory. While they searc
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The Q Guide to BroadwayThe Q Guide to Broadway

 The Great White Way has paved the way for some The Great White Way has paved the way for some
of the most legendary performers in history. Butof the most legendary performers in history. But
Broadway is more than a street, it’s a community.Broadway is more than a street, it’s a community.
In this Q Guide, a true Broadway expert takesIn this Q Guide, a true Broadway expert takes
theater fans on the ultimate insider’s tour.theater fans on the ultimate insider’s tour.

How to Write Fundraising Materials That RaiseHow to Write Fundraising Materials That Raise
More Money: The Art, the Science, the SecretsMore Money: The Art, the Science, the Secrets

 You already know the most valuable trait for a You already know the most valuable trait for a
successful fundraiser. That would be integrity. Butsuccessful fundraiser. That would be integrity. But
what ranks second? It would have to bewhat ranks second? It would have to be
persuasiveness. Whether in writing, in person, or onpersuasiveness. Whether in writing, in person, or on
the phone, you are CONSTANTLY making the casethe phone, you are CONSTANTLY making the case
for your project or organization. And helping youfor your project or organization. And helping you
hone your pehone your pe

C.M.C. the Unseen: If You Truly Want to See as IfC.M.C. the Unseen: If You Truly Want to See as If
You Were Blind Take One Look at the UnseenYou Were Blind Take One Look at the Unseen

 In a world full of madness I had no choice so I In a world full of madness I had no choice so I
adapted. I simply fell into the darkness but now inadapted. I simply fell into the darkness but now in
here I'm accepted. I was once confined to a blackhere I'm accepted. I was once confined to a black
state of mind and tied to the demons which now Istate of mind and tied to the demons which now I
embrace. My mind is so dark it can't be corrupted. Aembrace. My mind is so dark it can't be corrupted. A
heart so cold it can't be broken. I am one withheart so cold it can't be broken. I am one with

Eggs: Fresh, Simple Recipes for Frittatas,Eggs: Fresh, Simple Recipes for Frittatas,
Omelets, Scrambles & MoreOmelets, Scrambles & More

 From sunny-side up to frittatas, eggs are the staple From sunny-side up to frittatas, eggs are the staple
of American foods.  These simple, no-fuss recipesof American foods.  These simple, no-fuss recipes
feature fresh ingredients and vibrant flavors.  In thefeature fresh ingredients and vibrant flavors.  In the
last year at WS stores, this book has sold overlast year at WS stores, this book has sold over
10,000 copies in one channel alone. Eggs includes10,000 copies in one channel alone. Eggs includes
over 40 delicious reover 40 delicious re
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What others say about this ebook:What others say about this ebook:

Review 1:Review 1:
This was out six years before it came across my Kindle list, and I cannot imagine why it took soThis was out six years before it came across my Kindle list, and I cannot imagine why it took so
long because this one is a real stunner--and a hoot.long because this one is a real stunner--and a hoot.

I fell instantly in love with the MCs--Dash and Dingo, how absurd! but perfect!--and the plotlineI fell instantly in love with the MCs--Dash and Dingo, how absurd! but perfect!--and the plotline
was neatly and credibly laid out, especially for the time period in the 1930s.was neatly and credibly laid out, especially for the time period in the 1930s.

This is an adventure, an environmental tragedy, a mystery, and most of all one of the mostThis is an adventure, an environmental tragedy, a mystery, and most of all one of the most
beautiful (and scorching) love stories of its type. Real men in real situations taking on the worldbeautiful (and scorching) love stories of its type. Real men in real situations taking on the world
and themselves, and hoping it will all go well in the end. With a cast that includes a malicious andand themselves, and hoping it will all go well in the end. With a cast that includes a malicious and
mysterious character, a bevy of Australian mates, and two wondrously perfect MCs, I can onlymysterious character, a bevy of Australian mates, and two wondrously perfect MCs, I can only
wish that the authors will see fit to bring them back for one more turn, soon!wish that the authors will see fit to bring them back for one more turn, soon!

 Review 2: Review 2:
Brought about a good number of pleasant dreams after before-bed reads. I had always wonderedBrought about a good number of pleasant dreams after before-bed reads. I had always wondered
what Indiana Jones would be like if he'd been willing to let himself fall in love with Josh Hannah'swhat Indiana Jones would be like if he'd been willing to let himself fall in love with Josh Hannah's
character from The Mummy. Now I have an idea.character from The Mummy. Now I have an idea.

 Review 3: Review 3:
British professor meets Australian adventurer, they team up to rescue an endangered animal.British professor meets Australian adventurer, they team up to rescue an endangered animal.
They fall in love, defeat the poacher trying to wipe out the tigers, then head out for otherThey fall in love, defeat the poacher trying to wipe out the tigers, then head out for other
adventures. Except for the homoerotic elements, I would call this a typical adventure story. Notadventures. Except for the homoerotic elements, I would call this a typical adventure story. Not
great literature, but good reading for a rainy evening.great literature, but good reading for a rainy evening.

 Review 4: Review 4:
Good read excellent mystery great authorGood read excellent mystery great author

 Review 5: Review 5:
A great blending of true Aussie grit and British formality that unites a wonderfully earthyA great blending of true Aussie grit and British formality that unites a wonderfully earthy
partnership that never sinks into sentimentality or sensual overload. Includes a sincerepartnership that never sinks into sentimentality or sensual overload. Includes a sincere
acknowledgement of Australian Aboriginals' relationship to their land and a signal that the whiteacknowledgement of Australian Aboriginals' relationship to their land and a signal that the white
population still has much to learn from this ancient and deep culture.population still has much to learn from this ancient and deep culture.
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